KHS iPed Folding Instructions

Thank you for purchasing a KHS iPed compact folding bike. This guide will show you step-by-step how to best fold your bike. With some practice, you can easily fold the bike within 20-30 seconds! If you have any questions, please contact your friendly KHS dealer for assistance.

1. Fold the each pedal by first pressing in the pedal from the outer edge, then pivot the cage 90˚, and the pedal will snap into position.

2. Hold one hand onto the handle bar. Rotate the large black wing-shaped lever counterclockwise to loosen. When the lever is approx 3/8" (10mm) the head-stem will pivot toward the ear of the bicycle.

3. To further compact the iPed, loosen the Seat Quick Release and lower the seat post down into the frame, or remove it completely.

CONGRATULATIONS!
You have successfully folded your bike!!
To reassemble the bike, simply reverse the folding instructions.